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1. Review progress since our original Dec 2020 status report 
and the update we gave in July 2021

2. Cover progress since then

3. Have a look at the running system

4. Take any questions for answering after this event.



Version 0.1: build initial HRE to allow creation, backup, restore, 
delete, rename of databases.         
Allow entering, editing and display of Persons and their Names 
under the control of editable Name Style Definitions. 

Version 0.2: add Locations

We cheated a bit on that status, as Name Styles weren’t 
complete and in fact needed a complete re-design of that part 
of the database. 



Version 0.1: built initial HRE to allow creation, backup, restore, 
delete, rename, copy of databases.         
Allow entering, editing and display of Persons and their Names 
under the control of editable Name Style Definitions. 

Version 0.2: add Locations

Version 0.3: add Events and Tasks

So we’re heading towards v0.3 minus the Name Styles (which 
are causing us problems to get right) and the Enter/Edit bit….



• We’ve done a whole lot of ‘behind the scenes’ work. 
This isn’t very exciting, as you can’t see it, but is all part of 
the original HRE design scope

• In effect we’ve ‘broadened’ the HRE implementation 
without charging ahead with the narrow ‘grab the TMG 
data’ focus you’re all waiting for

• So bear with me while I explain some of this work.
It is important to the whole HRE concept.



• We revised the install packaging process - you now no 
longer need to install Java in order to run HRE

• In fact users won’t even know they’re running a Java-
based program

• This applies to all 3 supported OS’s (Windows 7 - 11, 
macOS, Linux)

• This also makes HRE portable – you can run it from a USB 
stick on Windows.



• We have tested the various access modes provided by our 
chosen database software (H2)

• We have tested communication between an HRE client 
and HRE database server. This demonstrated that an HRE 
client can communicate with an HRE database server over 
the internet and other users can also access the database

• To this we’ve also added SSL-secured remote 
communications access. 



• It was always a design goal for HRE to allow anybody to 
write a ‘plugin’ piece of code to extend HRE capabilities

• In support of that we have now implemented ‘plugin 
points’ for such code to be added to HRE at the following 
places (and can easily add more):
• As an additional Main menu item
• As a new Report item
• As a new Research Type
• As a new Tool item
• As a new Viewpoint type.



• We’ve always keep an eye on performance and have large 
test projects (110,000 ++ persons) that allow us to check if 
a software update has acceptable performance when 
processing large projects

• As a result we have improved performance in many areas 
through a variety of techniques including database index 
re-design, multi-threading, progress monitoring of long 
running tasks and implementation of the latest version of 
H2 Database code

• TMG Import times have also been halved.



We’ve expanded 
the User settings. 
For example, you 
can now choose 
the Look & Feel, 
Font Size/Color
and the Font – so if 
you want your 
screen to be in Old 
English script, then 
go for it:



We’ve expanded Accents 
to 3 color settings (font, 
fill, border) to make it 
easier to construct more 
color combinations.

Problem is – how do you 
then identify the one 
you’ve selected to 
change? We went with 
changing the font ->



• We’ve kept on translating screens that are more or less 
‘stable’ into English, French, German, Norwegian

• Ditto for translations of their Help files – but more 
translators welcome!

• We’ve also added Spanish and Italian to the available 
languages for the HRE screens and, of course, their Help

• We automated a lot of this work, so we could use some 
Spanish and Italian translation ‘checkers’ to review.



• In TMG, when you switch language, almost everything 
(except the Help) changes

• HRE’s approach is different – you can choose different 
language settings for:
• The Screen language (which Help matches)
• Your Data language
• Your Report language

• This has now been implemented for the Screen language 
(6 choices) and Data/Reports (4 language choices).



• This led us into a sort of religious argument regarding the 
structure of screens which have Tables of data (as most 
do)

• But should the Table headings match the language of the 
displayed data, or match the rest of the screen?

• We’ll show you what we mean on the next slides, then 
you can tell us which seems the most natural ….



So this is a French language screen with English data (focus on 
the Birth Date column)



And now we have it as an English language screen with the 
data in French (focus on the Birth Date column)



Poll #1

Are Table Headings Data?

Table Heading Language should match Data Language – (24/52) 57%

Table Heading Language should match Screen Language – (18/52) 43%



The Viewpoint screens can become so long they exceed the 
height of the physical screen, so the whole idea of them 
containing a lot of referenceable data became moot, given 
you couldn’t see all of it

So they now adjust their height to that of the visible space 
and become a scrolling screen if and when needed

We have populated the Person Viewpoint with more data  
from TMG, including Image thumbnails, Events (with 
correct Roles) and full data in the Associates table.



We’re aware that TMG has a lot of keyboard shortcuts 
which many people use

Where possible we’ve tried to implement something 
similar, even though TMG & HRE screens don’t ‘match’

This includes the use of Function keys and Ctrl-X key 
combinations (or Command-X if you use a Mac).



• We’ll now take a quick look at some of the new screens 
we are working on before we show them in use

• As you will appreciate from our past demonstration and 
subsequent updates, there is still a lot of undeveloped 
functionality

• As always, we warn you that nothing you see is set in 
stone – anything may change as we move towards the 
first ‘release’.



This is sort of equivalent to the TMG 
Details/Person View screen but we’ve 
added more to it. You’ll see it better 
when we get to the demonstration.



You’ll notice this Event list 
only shows events where the 
person was a ‘Principal’ (in 
TMG terms).

The same is true 
of the list of 
‘Associates’. This 
is like TMG with 
‘Show witnessed 
events’ and 
‘Show children’ 
turned off.



The TMG screen 
for adding a 
person can be 
made to be very 
complex, 
depending on 
whether you’ve 
used this little 
button to tailor it:

Have you??



Poll #2

Have you used the TMG Add Person ‘Setup’ function?

(if you didn’t know it existed, answer ‘No’!)

Results were split 50% each way (Yes/No)



So far, our draft screen may look a bit familiar, but we need to 
add more to it, and make it smaller (its too long already)!



Poll #3

What did you use the TMG Add Person ‘Setup’ 
function for?

(as a reminder, the basic TMG Add Person screen only offers Name-Var, Birth and Death tags plus Marriage if you’re 
entering a spouse)

Adding Flags (16/37) 43%

Adding a Role to a tag (11/37) 30%

Adding Baptism or Christening tag (22/37) 59%

Adding a Burial tag (23/37) 62%

Adding more than 3 tags (18/37) 49%



• I’ll now switch over to a real HRE system running against 
my own project (extracted from TMG) in order to explain 
some of these screens

• This will also give you an opportunity to give some 
feedback on what you like and don’t like on any aspect of 
what we’ve done – just put a comment into Chat for us to 
review later

• We’ll try to quickly answer questions today, but for all 
questions lodged with RUG we’ll send in the full answers 
for distribution after this event.
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